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Tim Hoeppner, a product development engineer at Norscan Instruments Ltd. asked if he could
purchase and old 1983 EDN article that Bob Pease references in his excellent book on
troubleshooting. Since I have paper copies of EDN back to 1974, his request landed in my inbox. I
guess nominally we are supposed to charge 25 bucks for old articles, but I could tell Tim was a
diligent engineer with an inquisitive mind, so I just scanned the 10-page article and mailed it to him.
His response shows his good character, as he wrote back:

 Thank you very much for digging this up for me. Being a junior engineer I’m just learning about all●

of Bob’s amazing work for the electronics industry. I read his bio on EDN after he passed away and
was immediately inspired. I ended up purchasing several of his and Jim Williams’ books and am so
impressed. I was amazed at how fun they are to read. I really think you guys at EDN are doing an
awesome job at promoting all their work, it must have been quite the honor to know them.

I was glad to dig out and scan the article for Tim since it was such a good one. I have not OCR’ed it
since that takes well over a day, but here are the raw scans, click on any image to get the 1024 wide
one that you should be able to read.

Bounding, clamping techniques improve circuit performance
EDN, November 10, 1983
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So there you have it, and Data I/O and Otto get a free ad to boot. Remember this those ads are from
1983, so don’t count on the address and phone numbers being right. I hope you enjoy the article,
Pease was a real giant and a real friend. I keep opening my email program to write him and ask him
something, most recently about my upcoming cover story on error budgets. Then I realise Bob is
gone. It really has saddened me and ruined what started out a pretty good summer. I guess its time
to remove his name from my address book.

[Update] I just read Bob’s bio on the last page. The comment about how he “tracked abandoned
railroad tracks” reminded me of when we were are on the analog seminar together. We were driving
from Manchester to London, and we stopped at one of the many rail museums. The next picture
really sums up Bob’s rebellious nature. Click to enlarge.
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I also found this pic of Pease standing next to a locomotive.

And finally, here is another anti-authoritarian shot of Pease, touching the naval mine in the War
Museum in Manchester, despite the sign.
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